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ABSTRACT It is shown that if there exists a supercom-
pact cardinal then every set of reals, which is an element of
L(R), is the projection of a weakly homogeneous tree. As a
consequence of this theorem and recent work of Martin and
Steel [Martin, D. A. & Steel, J. R. (1988) Proc. Nall. Acad.
Sci. USA 85, 6582-65861, it follows that (if there is a super-
compact cardinal) every set of reals in L(R) is determined.
The subtle relationships between the existence of certain
large cardinals and regularity properties of various simple
sets of reals is one of the striking developments in modem
set theory.
One of the first results in this direction is that of R. Solo-
vay (cf. ref. 1), which states that if a measurable cardinal
exists then every 12 set of reals is Lebesgue measurable and
has the property of Baire. An unusual aspect of Solovay's
argument is the use of the method of forcing. Prior to this the
uses of forcing had been limited to obtaining independence
results. Martin (2) refined Solovay's result in showing that if
there exists a measurable cardinal then every HI1 set of reals
is determined, briefly Ill determinacy holds. Martin actually
proved a slightly stronger result: Suppose for every real, x,
X$ exists. Then Ill determinacy holds. The assertion of Il
determinacy itself implies that every Z1 set of reals is Lebes-
gue measurable and has the property of Baire. Thus, Mar-
tin's theorem may be regarded as a strengthening of Solo-
vay's. The methods Martin used eliminate the need for forc-
ing.
Shelah and Woodin have shown that if a supercompact
cardinal exists then every set of reals that belongs to L(R),
the smallest inner model of set theory containing the reals
and the ordinals, is Lebesgue measurable and has the prop-
erty of Baire. Since these properties are absolute to L(R), if
there exists a supercompact cardinal then the inner model
L(R) is a model of set theory without choice (i.e., of Zer-
melo-Fraenkel) in which every set of reals is Lebesgue mea-
surable and has the property of Baire. The results of Shelah
and Woodin were motivated by those of ref. 3.
I show here that the existence of a supercompact cardinal
implies that every set of reals that belongs to L(R) has a cer-
tain structural representation from which the regularity re-
sults, such as measurability, easily follow. This is made
more precise through a sequence of definitions.
For our purposes the set of reals, R, is the set 0d of all
functionsf:o-t) ,wherew ={0, 1, . . ., k, . . .}is the set
of nonnegative integers. We let I'm denote the set of all fi-
nite sequences of elements of w and for s E i< 'let N, be the
set, Ns = {f 8 a': f [ 1(s) = s}, where 1(s) = length(s). The
set {N, : s E A<"} generates a topology on of it is the prod-
uct topology derived from the discrete topology on 0. En-
dowed with this topology a'xis homeomorphic to the Euclid-
ean space of irrationals. Suppose X is a set. We denote by
X 'the set of all functions f: t-s Xand we denote byX<'
the set of all finite sequences of elements ofX. We adopt the
usual convention that X"' is the set of all functions f: dom
f xsuch that dom f Ecowand ifs E X" then dom s = i(s)
= length(s). Suppose A is an ordinal, A > 0. A tree on o x A
is a subset T C a' xAX"'' such that for all pairs (s, t) E T,
I(s) = I(t) and (s t i, t [ i) E Tfor all i < I(s), i Cw. Suppose T
is a tree on o X A. For s E w<'and for x E c)'
Ts = {t E A'@: (s, t) E T} and Tx = U{TXtk: k E c}.
For each x E o", Tx C A< I and is naturally viewed as a tree
on A. [T] = {(x, f): x E Ad, f E A"and (x [ k, f rk) E Tfor all
k C w}. We also define p[T] = {x: (x, f) C [T] for some f E
A'}. Thus p[T] C of" it is the projection of T, and p[T] = {x
E so)': Tx is not well-founded}.
Suppose X is a nonempty set. We denote by m(X) the set
of countably complete ultrafilters on the Boolean -algebra
P(X). , is a measure on X if ,u E m(X-). For A E m(X) and A
C X we write ,u(A) = 1 to indicate A E Au. Suppose thatX =
Y<' and that ,t E m(Y< '). Since A is countably additive,
there is a unique k E w such that IL(yk) = 1. Suppose .ul, y,
E m(Y< '), ,ut(Y') = 1, and ,2(Ykl) = 1. Then A < 2 (u2
projects to ,ul) if k1 < k2 and, for all A C yki, p 1(A) = 1 if and
only if 1,2(A*) = 1 where A* = {s E Yk: s t ki E A}.
For each A E m(X) there is a canonical elementary embed-
dingj,,: V-+ M, ofthe universe, V, into an inner model, M.,I
where MU,, is the transitive collapse of VX/pu. Suppose jl, yi
E m(Y<") and ,1k < y2. Then there is also a canonical ele-
mentary embedding j,,,, : M,1, M ,, such that j,.2 = ji,,, °
Suppose (pAk: k E t) is a sequence of measures in m(Y<')
such that for each k E W, Uk (Yk) = 1. The sequence (pAk: k E
w} is a tower if for al k1 < k2, gk, < ,u. The tower, (/ok: k 8
o), is countably complete if for any sequence (Ak: k E A)
such that for each k E w, Ak C Ykand Ak(Ak) = 1, there
exists f E Y"such that f rk E Ak for all k E w. A tower of
measures in m(Y<'), (i*: k E A), is countably complete if
and only if the direct limit of the sequence (M.l: k E A)
under the maps, i,., : M4-- M., (where k1 < is well-founded.
Definition 1: Suppose A is an ordinal, A > 0. A tree, T, on
O x A is weakly homogeneous if there is a partial function ir:
0< X w<x' m(A<() such that
(i) if (s, t) E dom ir then ir(s, t)(T3) = 1 and
(ii) for all x E wo"', x E p[T] if and only if there exists y E w"
such that for all k E w, (x rk, yrk) E domirand (ir(xrk, y [ k)
: k E a) is a countably complete tower. 0
Abbreviations: AD, axiom of determinacy; ZFC, Zermelo-Fraenkel
with the axiom of choice.
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Definition 2: Suppose A is an ordinal, A > 0. A tree, T, on
w X A is homogeneous if there is a partial function ir: wo0-+>
m(A'w) such that
(i) ifs E domXr then 7r(s)(Ts) = 1 and
(ii) for allxCEw'c x Ep[T] ifand only ifforallkCEa, x k
E dom ir, and (ir(x r k): kCE a) is a countably complete
tower.
The notions of homogeneous and weakly homogeneous
trees arose in the study of descriptive set theory in the con-
text of the axiom of determinacy (AD). The concept of a
homogeneous tree is implicit in early work of Martin and was
formally isolated by Kechris (4).
Any tree on co X (o is weakly homogeneous. Thus any
subset ofaw is the projection of a weakly homogeneous tree.
Similarly any tree on co x 1 is homogeneous and so any
closed subset ofwc" is the projection of a homogeneous tree.
The primary interest in homogeneous or weakly homoge-
neous trees exists because of the structural representations
they provide for their projections that are sets of reals. Sup-
pose A C c). If A is the projection of a homogeneous tree
then A is determined as is any preimage of A via a continu-
ous function F: cae co'. IfA is the projection of a weakly
homogeneous tree then enough of the continuous preimages
ofA are determined so that one can show that many regulari-
ty properties hold for A-for example, that A is Lebesgue
measurable and has the property of Baire.
Notice that if A C cw"' is the projection of a homogeneous
tree and F: wco-+ cois a continuous function then the image
ofA under F, B = F"(A), is the projection of a weakly homo-
geneous tree. The converse is also true. If B C cow is the
projection of a weakly homogeneous tree then there is a con-
tinuous function F: Gus WBand a setA C cw'lsuch that B =
F"(A) and A is the projection of a homogeneous tree.
If there are no measurable cardinals then A C cow is the
projection of a homogeneous tree if and only if A is closed.
This is essentially because if there are no measurable cardi-
nals then for any A the only elements of m(A'< ) are the atom-
ic measures (i.e., principal ultrafilters). Similarly without
measurable cardinals B C wt is the projection of a weakly
homogeneous tree if and only if B is a Z1 set.
For our purposes an easier formulation of weak homoge-
neity is actually more relevant. This is given in the easily
verified lemma below.
LEMMA. Suppose A is an ordinal and that T is a tree on co
x A. The tree, T, is weakly homogeneous ifand only if there
exists a countable set ao C m(A'<) such that for all x E p[T]
there is a countably complete tower, (pt : k Eclw), of mea-
sures in C such that for all k E (0, ptk(Txk) = 1.
There are two minor points. First, if T is a tree on co x A
and (ouk: k EE a) is a countably complete tower of measures
in m(A' ), where for some x E co, /.Lk(Txtk) = 1 for each k E
co, then x is necessarily an element ofp[T]. The second point
is that in the case of weak homogeneity (following the nota-
tion in the definition) it is only the range of ir that is impor-
tant.
If T is a weakly homogeneous tree then a is a witness for
this if oa satisfies the conditions in the statement of the lem-
ma. Suppose ,u is a measure in m(X) and that K is an ordinal.
The measure ,u is K-complete if for any S C ,u with IS I < K, n
S E ju; i.e., if S C P(X) is a set of cardinality < K such that
forallZE S, 4Z)= lthen f(n{Z:ZES})= 1.AtreeTon
co x A is K-weakly homogeneous if there exists a witness of
for the weak homogeneity of T containing only K-complete
measures. T is < K-weakly homogeneous if T is a-weakly
homogeneous for each a > K.
Martin's proof of I' determinacy from the existence of a
measurable cardinal is in essence a proof of the following.
Assume K is a measurable cardinal. Then every II' set of
reals is the projection of a K-homogeneous tree. As an imme-
diate consequence, if K is a measurable cardinal then every
2d set of reals is the projection of a K-weakly homogeneous
tree.
THEOREM 1. Suppose K is a supercompact cardinal. Then
every set of reals that belongs to L(R) is the projection of a
K-weakly homogeneous tree.
Proof of Theorem I
An essential ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is the use
of generic elementary embeddings. We develop some of the
necessary machinery. We use standard notation. For exam-
ple, XY = {f I f: Y-FX}. Iff: Y-XandZC Ythenf"(Z)
= {f(t): t E Z}. When considering an elementary embedding
j: V-* M it is always assumed thatj is an elementary embed-
ding from (V, e) into (M, e) and that M is transitive. If we
write j: V -- (M, E) then nothing is implicitly assumed ex-
cept that j is an elementary embedding from (V, e) into (M,
E); in particular, M need not be transitive. Suppose j: V --
M is an elementary embedding. Then the critical point of j,
denoted cp(j), is the least ordinal a, if it exists, such thatj(a)
a. Suppose X is a transitive set. Recall that K is X-super-
compact if there exists an elementary embeddingj: V -+ M
such that K = cp(j), Mx C M and X E j(VK). K iS supercom-
pact if K is X-supercompact for each X.
Definition 3: (i) A nonempty set 6 is stationary if for any
function F: (Ub)"'-+ Ub, F"(a'w) C a for some a E b;
(ii) a set c is closed if for some function F: (Uc)'@ Uc,
c = {a C Uc : F"(a<'") C a};
(iii) a set a is closed and unbounded in b (b # 0) if a = c n
b for some closed set c with Uc = Ub;
(iv) a set a C b is stationary in b ifa is stationary and Ua =
Ub. ]
Notice that if Ua E a then a is stationary (these are the
degenerate stationary sets). There is some conflict with stan-
dard usage: a cofinal subset of a singular limit ordinal is nev-
er stationary in the preceding sense.
Lemmas 1 and 2 are easy consequences of the definition.
A function f: b -- Ub is a choice function if for all A E b, if
A7 0,thenf(A) EA.
LEMMA 1. Suppose x C Ub andb is stationary. Then {A n
x: A E b} is stationary. O
LEMMA 2. Suppose b is stationary and f: b -- Ub is a
choice function. Then for some set a stationary in b, f [ a is
constant. E
Suppose a is a set. Let ht(a) = sup{rk(x) x E a} = least a
such that Ua C Va.
For each ordinal a define a partial order P.<, as follows:
P<a = {a: a is stationary and ht(a) < a} and for all a, b E
P<., a ' b if(i) Ub C Ua and (ii) for eachZE a,Z n (Ub) E
b. Q<a is the suborder of P<a given by G<a = {a E P<a : a C
P (Ua)} = {a E P<a: each Z E a is countable}.fihe following definition is of central importance. A set X
end-extends Yif YC Xand for allZ E Y, Zn Y= Zfnx.
Definition 4: Suppose 8 is an inaccessible cardinal. A C
P<$ is semiproper in P<s if
sp(A) = {X C V8+1 For some Y < V8+1, X C Y, Y end-
extends X n Vie and Y n (Ua) E a for some a E A n Y}
contains a set closed and unbounded in PB(V8+1).
Similarly, A C 0<8 is semiproper in Cl0<6 if sp(A) contains
a set closed and unbounded in P01(V8+1).
We shall restrict our attention to 0<,8 though much ofwhat
we prove holds in an analogous form for P<,&. Suppose A C
0<,-8 and let B = P,|,((Vs+)\sp(A). Then A is not semiproperif and only ifB is stationary in P<,,(V8+1). One can show that
ifA C Q<a is semiproper then A is predense in l<8-i.e.,{a
E O<s: a ' b for some b E A} is dense in 0<k.
LEMMA 3. Suppose M is a transitive set, MvaC M and F E
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Mfor all F: Vt,'+- Vt,+1. Suppose A C 0<5,. The following
are equivalent.
(i) A is semiproper in 0<5.
(ii) For any X < M with A, 8 E X and IXI < w, there exists
Y < M such that X C Y, Y end-extends X n V8 and Y n
(Ua) E afor some a E Y n A.
(iii) For any X < M with A, 8 E X and IXI < wk, there
exists Y C Vr, such that Y end-extends X n v,, Y n (Ua) E afor some a EY n A, and f"(Y<"') C Yfor all f: V<'-* Vs,fE X.
Proof: We shall only use this lemma in the case M 1= Zer-
melo-Fraenkel, with the axiom of choice (ZFC). Clearly
statement ii of Lemma 3 statement i. To see that iii -* ii
observe that since MV5 C M it follows that if X < M and if Y
C V, then Y* < M, where Y* = {f(s) : s C Y<'and f E X}.
To see that i -- ii suppose A C 0<t, is semiproper, X < M, Xis countable and A c X. Since X < M there exists F: V <'
V8,+1, F E X, such that CF n P.(Vt,+1) c sp(A), where cF
= {Y C V,+1 : F-(Y<w) C Y}. Clearly F" ((X n v.+,)<,) c x
and so X n V8+1 E sp(A). Choose Y < Vt8+1 such that X nV,+1 C Y, Yend-extends X n V and Y n (Ua) C a for some
a c Y nA. Let
Y* = {f(s): f EX and s E (Y n vo)<,}.
Then Y* n v, = Yfn vt,xcY* and Y* < M. This proves
statement ii assuming i. Finally ii -* iii is trivial. O
THEOREM 2. Suppose K is VK+1-supercompact and that A
C QU<K is predense. Then A is semiproper in 0<K.
Proof: Fix an elementary embeddingj: V -* M such that
cp(j) = K and MvK+1 C M. Suppose A C 0<K is predense.
Let B = P(,1(VK+l)\sp(A). Assume toward a contradiction
that A is not semiproper in 0<K. Hence B is stationary in
P,1(VK+1). Mv-+1 C M and so B C M. Thus M k "B is sta-
tionary" and so B C 1(0U<K). Choose a C j(A) and b C 1(0<K)
such that b c a and b c B. Let A = j(K + 4). Choose Z < MA
= VA n M such that{j P VK+l, A, a, b} cz,zn (Ub) C b and
Z C M. Since M F "b is stationary" and Mv"+1 C M, Z ex-
ists. Let ZO = Z f VK+1. Since b c B in j(0<<K), ZO E B.
Therefore j(Zo) E j(B). But Zo is countable, hence j(ZO) =j'(ZO). But then Z n j(VK+1) end-extends j(Zo) n j(VK) sincej(zo)nfj(vK) = (j"(Zo)) nj(vK) = z0 f VK = Z n VK. Finally
z f(Ua) C a and a Cj (A) n Z. Thus MI= "Znj(VK+i) is a
witness thatj(Zo) Ej(sp(A)). " Therefore, j(Zo) Cj(sp(A)) and
so ZO C sp(A) contradicting Zo C B since B = Pwl(V.+,)\
sp(A). O
COROLLARY. Suppose K is VK+1-supercompact. Then {6: 8
< K, 8 is inaccessible, and each predense A C 0<6 is semi-
proper in 0<Cl is stationary in K.
Proof: Let j: V -- M be an elementary embedding with
cp(j) = K and VK+2 C M. By Theorem 2 and since VK+2 C M,
M l= "each predense A C 0<K is semiproper in Q<K." The
corollary follows. E
THEOREM 3. Suppose K is VK+1-supercompact and that G
C Q<K is V-generic. Then there is a generic elementary em-
bedding j : V -* M C V[G] such that M<K C M in V[G] and
for each a C G, j'(Ua) C j(a).
Proof: For a C 0Q<K let NSa C P(a) be the ideal NSa = {b
C a : b is not stationary in a}. We work in V[G] except that
for a C G; P(a), NSa and Va are as computed in V. Thus for
a E G, Ua = P(a) n G defines a V-ultrafilter on P(a)/NSa.
This gives an elementary embedding ia : V (Na, Ea) -
Va/Ua. Suppose a C G, b C G and Ua C Ub. Then there is a
canonical elementary embedding lab : (Na, Ea) (Nb, Eb)
such that ib = lab o ia. Taking the direct limit over a in G
yieldsj: V-- (N, E). For a C G and f C V' let [f denote the
element f defines in N. Hence if f, gE Va, [fI E [g] if and
only if for some bE G, b< a and f(Y n(Ua)) Ci g(Yn(Ua))
for all YE b. Clearly N = {[f] fE va for some aE G}. Fix
a E G and let ea : a -* a be the identity function. Clearly [ea]
Ej(a). I claim that [ea] = j"(Ua) in the sense that for all c E
N, c E [ea] iff c = j(X) for someX C Ua. To see this, fix c C
N such that c E [eal. Choose b C G and g E Vb such that b <
a, c = [g], and g(Y) C Y n (Ua) for all YE b. Hence g is a
choice function and so by genericity there exists b* C G such
that b* < b and g l{Y n (Ub): Y C b*} is constant. Take for
X, this constant value. We now prove that (N, E) is well-
founded and that its transitive collapse, M, is closed under <
K sequences in V[G]. This is equivalent to showing that ifX
C N and JXI < K then for some Z C N, X = it: t E Z}.
Suppose (a: a < A) is a X sequence of terms for elements of
N where A < K and the sequence is in V. Fix ao C G and we
now work in V. Assume that for a < A, [[Ta C N]] = 1. For
each a < A fix a maximal antichain Aa C 0<K and a function
Fa : Aa -- V such that for b C Aa, Fa(b) CE Vband b IF "rae =
[Fa(b)]." By Corollary to Theorem 2 there is an inaccessible
cardinal 8< K such that 8> A, 8 > ht(ao) and such that Aa n
V8 is semiproper in t<,8 for each a < A. Let a = {X C P,,,1(Vs)
:X < Vsand for each a CEX fn A, Xn (Ub) C b for some b C
x n Aa}
CLAIM. at = {X E a: X n (UaO) C ao} is stationary in
PWIMSa).
Proof of Claim: Suppose H: V<'--* V8. We find X E a*
such that H"(X<') C X. Choose Xo C P1,,(VK) such that X0 <
VK, Xo n (Uao) C ao and {H, ao, (Aa: a < A)} C XO. Since ao
is stationary X0 exists. Choose an elementary chain (X, : y C
x0 f A), starting with X0, such that (i) for all y E Xo n A, X.
< VK,, [XyI = woandXy+1ln(Ub) E bforsomebCA,nfXy,+1
n V8 and (ii) for all y1< y2, if{IY1, y2}CXonAthen Xy, end-
extends X,,, n V,. Using part ii of Lemma 3, the chain is
easily constructed. Let X = U{X, n V8: yC XO fl A}. Note X
< 8and A C XO. HenceX l A = X f A and so XE at and
H"(X<"') C X. E proof of claim
For each a < A ifX < V8 then {b: b C A,,fnX andX n(Ub) C b} contains at most one element. This is because Aa
is an antichain. Define f c vai by f(Y) = {Fy(b) (Yn (Ub)):
y'EC Yn A, b C Yf At f V8 and n (Ub) C b}. Thus at IF
"{c C N c E [f]} = {Ta a < A}." By genericity we can
choose ao so that at C G. E
Henceforth an inner model is a transitive class, possibly a
set, closed under the primitive recursive set functions. If M
is an inner model then M(X) is the smallest inner model con-
taining M U {X}. For ordinals, a, let Coll(w, < a) be the
partial order of finite conditions for the Levy collapse of or-
dinals < a to wt. Suppose M is an inner model of ZFC, a C
M, and G C Coil(wo, < a) is M-generic. Let T = U{M(G n
Coll(, <3)) fn R : ( < a} and let NG = M(T). Standard
arguments show that if G1 and G2 are each M-generic for
Coll(w, < a) then NG =m NG2; i.e., NG1 and NG2 satisfy the
same formulas of the language of set theory with parameters
from M. We say an inner model, N, is a symmetric extension
ofM for Coll(w, < a) ifM C Nand NaMNG in V[G], where
G C Coll(w, < a) is V-generic. This is a first-order property
of N in a predicate for M.
LEMMA 4. Suppose M is an inner model of ZFC, A E M
and M l= "A is a strong limit cardinal." Suppose T C R is
such that (i) for all x E T, there exits P C M and g C P such
that M "IP 9< A," g is M-generic for P, and x E M[g], (ii)
for all x, y C T, R n M(x, y) C T, and (iii) sup{ca(X) : x E T}
= A. Then R n M(T) = T and M(T) is a symmetric extension
ofM for Coll(w, <A). E
THEOREM 4. Suppose K is supercompact and G C 0<K is
V-generic. Then {8: 8 < K and G n <8< is V-generic for
Q<a,} is unbounded in K.
Proof: We work in V. Fix aoC 0,<K. By Corollary to The-
orem 2 there exists 8> ht(ao) such that 8 is inaccessible, 8<
K, and each dense A C 0<8 is semiproper. Let at = {X C
P.,(V8+l) x n (Uao) C a0 and for each dense A C 0<8 ifA
C X thenX n (Ub)C b for some bE X n A}. By an elemen-
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tary chain argument, using Lemma 3, as above (Proof of
Theorem 3), at is stationary. It follows that at ' ao and at IF
"G n Q<^ is V-generic." E
COROLLARY. Suppose K is supercompact and G C Q<K is
V-generic. Let T = (R)v[G]. Then V(T) is a symmetric exten-
sion ofV for Coll(w, < K).
Proof: Suppose T E VQ<'is a term, a EQ<K= and a U- "T C
W." Then there exists T* E vQ<K VK and b < a such that b
F "T = TY'. Given this it follows by Theorem 4 that for each
x C wwith x E V[G], there exists 8 < K such that x E V(G n
0<6] and G n Q<, is V-generic for Q<
G
The corollary now
follows by Lemma 4 provided K = (0v[G]. By Theorem 3, K
WCG[G]. This combined with the preceding shows K =
WV[GI.
To see that b and r* exist define for each i < co a set Ai C
Q<K by Ai = {c < a: c IIF "i E f" or c IF "i 0 r"}. Thus Ai is
dense below a. Choose b c a, as above, such that for all Z E
b and for all i < ,Z (Uc) E c for some c ( AAi n b. r* is
easily defined from b. E
Recall R# is the theory ofL(R) in parameters from R U {yk
k E co}, where (yk: k E A) is any increasing sequence of
Silver indiscernibles for L(R) see (ref. 5). We uniformly view
R# C R. Suppose R# exists, M is an inner model ofZFC and
that M k "R exists." Then (R)M, (R#)M are as computed in
M. Of course (R)m C R but if (R#)M C R'1' then (L(R))M
L(R) in a very strong sense.
THEOREM 5. Suppose K is supercompact and suppose V(r)
is a symmetric extension ofVfor Coll(c, < K). Then (R#)v C(R#) i)
Proof: Suppose G C Q<K is V-generic and letj: V-+ M C
V[G] be the induced embedding. Let TG = (R)V[G]. Thus
V(TG) is a symmetric extension of V for Coll(cw, < K). Clearly
(R#) C (R#)m. Since Md C M in V[G], (R#)m = (R#) V[G] -(R#)v(%r. So (R#)v C (R#)v(d and therefore by homogeneity(R#)v C (R#)v(r). L
THEOREM 6. Suppose K is supercompact. Suppose P1 is a
partial order and G1 C P1 is V-generic. Suppose P2 E V[G1]
is a partial order and G2 C P2 is V[GJ]-generic. Then (R#)v[U1J
C (R#)J~]
Proof: By reflection (K is supercompact) we can reduce to
the case P1 E V4 and P2 C V1[G1]. Hence V[G1] 1= "K is
supercompact" and V[GJ][G2] 1= "K is supercompact." Let g
C Coll(cW, < K) be V[Gl][G2]-generic and let T =(R)vt1][GG2]19. P1 E VK and P2 E V,, [G1] and so by Lemma 4,
V(T) is a symmetric extension of both V[G1] and V[GJ][G21
for Coll(cw, < K). Hence by Theorem 5, (R#)v[G11 C (R#)V(T)
and (R#)v1G'1][c C (R#)v(r). Hence (R#)v[G11 C (R'~#)v[G'1G2] 0I
THEOREM 7. Suppose K is supercompact. There are trees T,
T* on w X K such thatfor any partial order P C VK, ifG C P
is V-generic then V[G] I= "p[T] = R# and p[T*] =c\
p[T]."
Proof: Suppose 8 c K is inaccessible and let So = {X E
P",1(Vs) : X c< V1 and (R#)N[] C R# for any g such that for
some P E N, g C P and g is N-generic for P, where N =
coll(X) = transitive collapse of X}. If 8 < K I claim Si6 con-
tains a set closed and unbounded in P,,1(V,). If not then at =
P0,1(V,)\56 is stationary in P0,1(V1,). Let G C Q<<K be V-ge-
neric with as E G and letj: V1- M C V[G] be the induced
embedding. Thus j"(Ua,) E j(a6). However, Ua6 = V1, and
soj"(V11) Ej(a6). But V1 = coll(j"(V16)); hence, for some P E
V16 and g E M, g C P, g is V11-generic and (R#)v"'gl ¢ (R#)m.
8 is inaccessible so is V-generic for P and (R#)vlg] =(R#)vlg]. Further (R )M = (R#)VIG]. But by Theorem 6,(R#)vlgl C (R#) V'G], a contradiction. Hence for each inacces-
sible 8 < K, S6 contains a set closed and unbounded in
P4.1(V1). K is supercompact; hence, by reflection SK contains
a set closed and unbounded in P.1((VK). Fix Fo: VZK<1@+ VK
such that {X C P.1(VK) : F' (X<'@) C X} C SK. For h C (a, x
cw)'let Eh = range(h). LetA = {(x, h) : xC cm', h E (co x c))@,
(to, Eh) k ZFC, Eh is well-founded, and if N = coll(cw, Eh)
then for some P E N and for some g C P, g is N-generic for
P and x C (R0#)Ntg}. One can show that A is H1. Fix a H,
formula (p(ti t2) such that A = {(x, h) V.+, 1= [x, h]}.
Choose a tree To on (cw X a,) X K such that for any P C VK, if
G C P is V-generic then V[G] I=k "p[To] = {(x, h) (V[G])w+1
F (p[x, h]}." Fix an enumeration (Sk: k c w) of co'wsuch that
for each k C w, dom Sk U Mg Sk C k. Define T as a tree on w
X(WX W)X KX VKsuchthat(x, h,g, f)C [T] iff(i)(x, h,g)
E [To], (ii) Eh = {(i,j) : f(i) EC f(j)}, (iii) for each i E W, Eh n i
x i C range(h ri2), and (iv) for each k C w, f(2k + 1) = Fo(f °
sk). Similarly define T* from A* = {(x, h) : x C w", ... and x
f (R*)N[B]}. Thus p[T] = R# and p[T*] = w(\R# =
co0\p[T]. Finally for any P C VK, ifG C P is V-generic then
V[G] I= "R# C p[T]"
and
V[G] 1 "(cow\R#) C p[T*]."
By absoluteness
V[G]I= "p[T] n p[T*] = 0"
and so
V[G] k "p[T] = R# and p[T* = w'\p[T]." O
THEOREM 8. Suppose K is supercompact. Suppose T and
T* are trees on w X K such thatfor any partial order P C VK,
if G C P is V-generic then V[G] I= "p[T*] = cow\p[T]."1
Then T and T* are each K-weakly homogeneous.
Proof: Let mK(K'< ) C m(K'< ) be the set of K-complete
measures on K< . Choose T < V1K+2, ITI < K, with {T, T*} C T
such that (i) if v C mK(K< ) then v n T = u. n T for some
(necessarily unique) . EC T and (ii) if (I.Lk: k C w) is a tower of
measures in T n mK(K<)) then the tower is countably com-
plete iff for some f E K", f [ k C n {A C T: pik(A) = 1}for all
k C c. To see that such a set T exists, consider in M the setj"(1K+2) <j(VK+2), wherej: V-- M is an elementary embed-
ding, cp(j) = K and MvK+2 C M. For s C K<W let A.(T, s) de-
note that measure p. C T such that p. n T = {A C T: A C K<W
and s C A}. Note that for any f C K", (p.(T, f r[k) : k CE ) is a
countably complete tower.
Fix Ko < K, ITI < Ko, such that Ko is VK0+1-supercompact.
Let Go C Q<lKbe V-generic and let j : V1-- Mo C V[GO] be
the induced embedding. Since ITI < Ko, j,(T) C Mo and Mo l=
"j;(T) is countable." I shall show that Mo l= "for each x0 C
p[jo(T)] there exists a countably complete tower (vk: k C w)
ofjo(K)-complete measures inj;(T) such that for each k C c,
vk(jo(T).,) = 1." Given this it follows that T is K-weakly ho-
mogeneous. We work in V[GO]. Fix xo E Mo such that x0 C
p[jo(T)]. Clearly p[T] C p[jo(T)] and p[T*] C p[jo(T*)]. But
p[T*] = cw\p[T] since C0<KO C VK. Hence p[T] = p[jo(T)]
and so x0 C p[T]. Choose fo C K" such that (xo, fo) C [T].
For each k C co let ,uk = p.(T, fo r k) and so ,uk C V and V l=
p.uk is a K-complete measure." Define 70 by 10(k) =
jo(fo(k)). MO6 C Mo in V[Go], hence Jo C Mo and (jo(p.k) k C
cw) E Mo. Clearly Mo l= "jo(.uK) (jo(T).,) = 1 for all k C co"
and Mo l= "(jo(pA) : k C w) is a tower of measures." Thus it
suffices to show Mo l= "the tower (jo(p.k): K C o)) is count-
ably complete." But this is immediate since Mo 1= "for each
k E o, jo(pk) = A.(jo(T), Jo [ k)." L
A similar argument shows that T* is K-weakly homogen-
eous. L
Theorem I now follows easily. Suppose K is supercom-
pact. By Theorems 7 and 8, R# is the projection of a K-weak-
ly homogeneous tree. Every set of reals, A, with A E L(R) is
continuously reducible to R#. Therefore each such set is the
projection of a K-weakly homogeneous tree. L
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Remarks: All of the theorems here can be proved from
substantially weaker large cardinal assumptions. Further,
the potential influence is well beyond the sets of reals in
L(R). See, for example, the following theorem.
THEOREM. Assume K is supercompact. Assume the contin-
uum hypothesis. Then every I1-definable set of reals is the
projection ofa K-weakly homogeneous tree. O
These related results and results for P<K will be published
in a forthcoming paper on large cardinals and determinacy.
The assertion that every set of reals, in L(R), is the projec-
tion of a weakly homogeneous tree has consequences be-
yond the usual regularity properties such as Lebesgue mea-
surability. For example by results of Kechris it follows that
L(R) 1= "wi is measurable." It may even be that this alone
implies L(R) I= AD.
Question: Suppose every set of reals that belongs to L(R)
is the projection of a weakly homogeneous tree. Does AD
hold in L(R)?
The main question left open here is whether the existence
of a supercompact cardinal implies L(R) I= AD. If so, this
would be a dramatic reduction in the large cardinal hypothe-
Proc. NatL Acad. Sci USA 85 (1988) 6591
sis sufficient to prove ADL(R). Martin and Steel (6) have an-
swered this question. They show, among other things, that if
K is supercompact then the projection of every K-weakly ho-
mogeneous tree is determined and so by Theorem 1, L(R) I
AD.
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